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riences in these aspects of clothing and with those which arise
naturally in relation to grooming and dress design might well
be a part of each child's general education.
LIFE SITUATIONS PROVIDE LEADS TO STUDY
Alert teachers discover ways of teaching many things about
clothes through day-by-day occurrences.
Constant mislaying or loss of caps, coats, or galoshes fur-
nishes the teacher with a lead for introducing the idea of as-
suming responsibility for one's clothes. Daily practice at
school in keeping clothes in the place designated for them is
possible only when adequate lockers are provided for coats,
hats, overshoes, and sportswear. A primary teacher in a well-
to-do district was appalled at the pupils' attitude of "well, it's
gone, now my dad will have to buy me a new one." She tact-
fully raised the question of clothing costs through an arith-
metic question, and guided the pupils' estimation of the mini-
mum amount it must cost their parents to dress them annu-
ally. Through their analysis the children began to see that if
they had a clothing allowance and managed to get along with
fewer rather than extra clothes, they might have more money
to spend for other things.
If consideration of personal responsibility for one's clothes
is accompanied, in the intermediate years, with projects in
which the pupils make articles such as handkerchiefs or stock-
ing boxes, tie or shoe racks, or some other article to use in
caring for their clothes at home, the children may be en-
couraged to make a further study of dress, or at least to try
to be better groomed..
Children who have a clothes allowance appreciate help in
knowing how to get the most for their money when shopping.
Questions about clothes which must be considered include:
how many changes of underwear are needed in order to be
clean* how many sweaters and skirts are needed; what kind
of coat should be bought when only one can be afforded, and
how much should be paid for it; when should one make and

